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Professional Summary
I am a hardworking individual who is deeply passionate about my career. I am committed to constantly
expanding my knowledge and expertise in front-end development. Currently, I am learning new backend
skills and honing my React layout skills to create more complex designs. I strive to write clean
high-quality code and consistently work towards improving it. I have a strong desire to learn new
technologies and am currently exploring React Native to develop iOS and Android applications. I am
always excited to acquire new skills and expand my knowledge base.

Technical Skills
● Languages: JavaScript, JSON, HTML, CSS
● Libraries: React, React Router DOM, Node.js, Express.js, Mongoose
● Frameworks: MERN Stack, AJAX/HTTP
● Databases: MongoDB, Firebase
● Authorization: Bcrypt
● Version Control: Git

Projects

Whisppara Test Page
github | TECHNOLOGIES: React, React Router DOM, JavaScript, CSS

● The Whisppara project leverages the ColourLovers API to offer users a selection of digital color
choices. The implementation of this project was accomplished through the use of the React
framework, resulting in a Single Page Application that was streamlined through the
implementation of React Router DOM. The end result is a visually appealing and user-friendly
interface.

Meme List Generator
github| TECHNOLOGIES: React, JavaScript, CSS,

● The Meme Generator project showcases my proficiency in utilizing state management in a clear
and concise manner. It is a Single Page Application that adeptly performs API calls to extract
relevant data. Additionally, the interface provides users with the capability to persist their
personalized state, affording them the flexibility to modify and delete the stored data at their
discretion.

Experience
Customer Support, Whole Foods 03/2022 - Present

● Acting Store Scan Specialist assisting in the marketing at Whole Foods’ activities to drive
customer relations.

● Collaborate with colleagues, handle customer requests, and support other team members.
● Adapt to changing situations, multitask, and handle high volumes of customers.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/brandonbutkovich/
https://github.com/Zu0s
https://github.com/Zu0s/v-school/tree/main/module-4/capstone-project
https://github.com/Zu0s/v-school/tree/main/module-3/meme-list-generator-capstone


● Learn and memorize product information and be able to provide recommendations and answer
customer questions.

● Experience handling cash, including counting money, making change, and balancing your register
at the end of your shift.

Education
V School Salt Lake City,
Utah 2023
This program is an online technical school teaching both the frontend and backend development
processes using HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and MERN stack (Mongo, Express, React, Node.js).

Volunteer work
HotZone
TECHNOLOGIES: React, React Router DOM, Vite, Node, Firebase

● As a community service initiative for the Lehi Fire Department in Salt Lake City, I am contributing
to the development of HotZone. This project utilizes React to create an informative and
resourceful application for our first responders. I have been actively involved in crafting several
pages and have consistently prioritized accuracy and code reusability to ensure optimal
application performance.


